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John Axe Arts Week: A celebration of drama, music, dance and poetry
Dear Parents and Friends of DSG
I have just had the privilege of listening to an address by Niel Steinmann entitled, “Make them part of your pride.”
Essentially the message to principals was on sustainable leadership and institutional sustainability.
The analogy of a buffalo-hunting pride of lions resonated strongly. There is in Africa a pride of lions that is hunting
buffalo exclusively. Buffalo, as you will know, are regarded as extremely dangerous wild animals and for a pride of lion
to be successful in hunting them, they will have honed and developed remarkable skills of strength, collaboration and
teamwork, and territorial knowledge and expertise. However, for a number of years now, this pride has failed to raise
any of its cubs to adulthood. Consequently, the pride is not sustainable.
It has been established that in order to successfully hunt buffalo, the pride has focused all its resources and strength
on this endeavour and it is neglecting its cubs. Hyena, in particular, have quickly ascertained that the cubs are easy
prey and are using them as a primary food source.
High profile schools such as DSG that are competing with the best, can easily fall into the trap of prioritizing their
resources on ‘hunting buffalo’. Signs of this include a results-driven approach in all spheres (but particularly in
sporting endeavours and academics); a ‘keep-up-with-the-Joneses’ mentality in the planning and building of physical
resources; and an almost exclusive pursuit of high-profile marketing activities and opportunities.
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I recognize the importance of the pursuit of excellence and the need to keep our school modern and relevant. I also
accept that our marketing must focus on sound (and visual) bytes of excellence. However, I believe we must pause
and check that our ‘cubs’ are at all times being nurtured, are being kept safe and are prospering.
I believe that DSG has a few ‘cubs’ – the most obvious and important being its girls. Their wellbeing, on all levels, is
and must remain our primary focus. Our sustainability rests in insuring that we are preparing them appropriately for
the world in which they will live so that they can be successful, happy adults. It goes without saying that it is of equal
importance that we also do our best to meet their needs in the present. This means maintaining a nurturing, safe and
inclusive environment for all our girls.
However, another ‘cub’ we need to be aware of on an ongoing basis and that deserves attention is our academic
staff. The long-discussed looming teacher shortage in South Africa is no longer looming. It is here. Attracting high
calibre young people into the teaching profession is a great challenge and a battle we are losing. I attended a talk
yesterday where an industrial psychologist spoke of the inordinate stress under which teachers work (he was actually
referencing principals in particular) and he used data from research done in Australia, Ireland and Canada to illustrate
his points. I have no doubt that the study is relevant to teachers in schools such as DSG.
There are many reasons for why teaching registers as one of the most stressful professions: increased work-loads
and demands as the nature of education shifts; the culture of ‘blaming and shaming’ directed at teachers; the changing
profile of children and adolescents; the challenge of meeting diverse learning styles in one classroom; the increasing
need to become the primary care-giver and nurturer – there are many more.
DSG’s sustainability rests firmly on our ability to attract and retain good teachers. Part of this is ensuring that we
remunerate well, but people in this profession rate aspects such as the extent to which they are valued, have job
stablity, feel safe, have a happy working environment, collegiality and job satisfaction as being equally important. I
think we are on the right track at DSG but we will do well to keep the wellbeing of our teachers on our radar.
In closing, I thank and affirm all teachers who willingly go the extra mile and who instinctively treat their profession as
more of a calling than a job.
Thank a teacher today.
Warm regards

Shelley Frayne
Headmistress
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Bedford Branch Function
Last Friday, alumni of DSG and St Andrew’s College as well as some of our parents gathered for dinner in the beautiful
dining room at the Duke of Bedford Inn. The occasion? The annual Old Andrean and DSG Old Girls’ Bedford Branch
Function. The OA’s AGM was well attended and Charles Wienand (Upper 2001) was re-elected as Chairman of the
Branch.
The Headmaster, Mr Alan Thompson, and the Deputy Head of DSG, Ms Dionne Redfern, addressed guests about
current news at the school.
The evening was particularly notable because the current Guild President, Jan Ross (née Mullins) hails from this area
and the local Old Girls were there in their numbers to support her.
A most jovial evening was had by all !
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Academic
English creative writing award
A few months ago, we entered a number of essays in to the SACEE Creative Writing Competition.
At the official awards ceremony held in Johannesburg on 13 September at King David Victory Park, it was announced
that Annie Schaefer had achieved a Highly Commended. A copy of her essay is below:
‘Lost in Auschwitz’
“The birds don’t sing here anymore.” Even innocent balls of feathers whose duty in life is to dust delicate tunes into the
world feel the terror here. Only a scraping silence remains. Its vicious talons claw at my soul, as if hungry for the noise
of the thoughts and emotions inside my head. Pieter’s smooth and dainty fingers save me from the battle, entwining
with mine, knobby and crooked from time. Their tangling paints a picture of the silky sand hugging the rough coarse
rocks at low tide. This vision distracts me from the fact that a place tainted with so much emotion could ever feel so
empty.
The magnitude startles me every time we reach one of the thick glass panes. A big black clump, on closer inspection,
is not a stack of spiders but rather hundreds of pairs of spectacles – “And remember, not everyone wore glasses.”
What from afar seems to be a muddy brown blob turns out to be millions of locks of hair that taunt the icy Aryan blond.
The next window surrounds an ocean of shoes. I gasp. Amongst the thousands and thousands of battered brown
leather boots I notice one dot: a tiny boot of blue suede. “Pieter,” I whisper to the floor, “It’s yours.”
“Monika it will be good for you. Closure is important. You owe it to Moeder and Papa. You owe it to Pieter.” I remember
these words and drop my gaze to Pieter’s halo of hair perfectly aligned with my hip. People watch but they will never
understand. There is nothing there, but there he is: a little package of sunshine. He seeks to understand the horrors;
the hatred. His yearning startles me, almost as much as his presence does.
Death is everywhere: human ashes fill a giant glass urn, the dark contents mimicking a stormy sky. The thunder and
lightning that seem to arise from it follow me to infamy: a small, shack-like black structure on the northern end of the
camp. The gas still hovers. Moeder and Papa couldn’t go in. Yet they did. I cannot. I will not.
As I abruptly resist the flow of people into the chambers, Pieter’s eyes search for mine, their blue-painted-curiosity
trickling out. The glimmer of his golden hair is the last thing I see as his head turns and he toddles into the darkness.
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Simultaneously, my eyes deceive me and the crowd vanishes. 73 years clearly haven’t clouded the memories:
skeletons made of only skin and bone, yet still alive, the ripping scent of burning flesh, screeches chilling the core of
every occupant and souls slowly slipping away.
Tiny bugs underneath my skull gnaw at my brain. Subtly, my limbs shake, like each nerve in my body is connected to
an electrical socket. Each step sends a jolting pain into my chest – I cannot comprehend whether it’s my lungs which
are being destroyed, or my heart. The sweat pools on my hands and my head heaves. Inside, however, it feels numb.
There is no prick of pain. No sting of sorrow. Nothing.
Arriving at Birkenau, I’m a ghost. The colossal arch and long train tracks greet me for the second time, but the hope of
escape they used to represent, is gone. The next stops on the tour are a blur of memories until my nostrils are fumed:
the distinct scent of bandages, antiseptic, mashed potato and death. It is 1942 and I am 12 years old. Pieter appears
from nowhere and seems to grasp my hand. We walk to the bed together, but truthfully, I am alone.
A little girl sits on the top bunk, her eyes hollow as she gazes upon the delicate face of a boy of about four years old.
Her little brother perhaps? His eyes are a striking blue, filled with twinkles and questions and joy. His hair gleams a
golden colour – like a halo over his angelic face. But it is white. There is no life left in this little boy. As he takes his last
breath, she sheds a tear and gasps, “Pieter!” before shutting his eyes and stroking his head. She seems reassured a
few moments later, like she knows he will still be with her forever.

Dionne Redfern
Deputy Head: Academic

The Parent–Teachers meetings for all parents will be held on Tuesday 10 October from 9:00 – 13:00 at St Andrew’s
College.
Venues:
•
Drill Hall,
•
Centenary Hall,
•
D&T Centre,
•
Kettlewell classroom block
•
Maths Centre
Pupils with surnames A – L: preferably from 09:00 to 11:00
Pupils with surnames M – Z: preferably from 11:00 to 13:00
On-line bookings will open at 08:00 on Monday 2 October and close at 16:00 on Thursday 5 October.
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John Axe Arts Week begins!
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Cultural
Interhouse music competition 2017
The John Axe Arts Week began in sparking style on Monday night when the Lilla Strong Hall was packed with
enthusiastic supporters ready to hear their top musicians go toe-to-toe with each other in fierce competition. This
year the evening was characterised by as much enthusiasm, energy and fun as has been evident in the past…..but
with so much more besides. Real musicianship, creative arranging and dedicated rehearsal were on display for all to
see. The winners of the solo section were Merriman with a very professional and beautiful rendition of Nomvula by
Nathi. House music captain, Rhianna Mwami took everybody’s breath away! The group section was won by Espin
with a stylish version of Pillow Talk by Wild Child. Besides a chorus of voices, this arrangement included two guitars,
a cello, a violin, keyboard and percussion. The overall winners were Merriman on 53 points with Espin a mere four
points behind them. Congratulations to all the House music captains and their performers for an excellent evening’s
entertainment.
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Funk it up!
At 17:30 on Tuesday, the Jazz and Pop musicians took to the stage in the David Wynne auditorium. First up was
the very groovy Jazz Ensemble which impressed everybody with their sophisticated harmonies and tight ensemble
playing. Probably the most interesting piece was a terminally-funky rendition of Winelight by Grover Washington Jr.
Their set was characterised by some inspired improvisation by Tamia Mfazi, Nicole Ruwodo, Francis Christie and
their bandmaster, Mr Rick van Heerden. They were followed by the stylish Contemporary Band, run by Mr Flanagan,
who presented three beautiful pieces. The highlight was probably the excellent rendition of the great Stevie Wonder
classic Superstition. What was particularly impressive was the neat guitar playing by Sean Howard and the obvious
and infectious joy that Alexandra Duckworth experiences while singing.
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Open Mic Poetry Reading
On Tuesday night they gathered around a fire. Words were shared – from The Bard himself to Joan Hambidge, Antjie
Krog, Andrew Renard, Ignus Potgieter, Joe Orsmond and Yates.
Claire Squires transported us to a world far beyond our reach, Rorke Wilson delighted with ‘A love poem for lonely
Prime Numbers’ and poetry sprouted from the minds and hearts of many young artists like Elliot Apps, Matthew
Thompson, Sihle Bhangaza and Kelly Mitchell and others. Sherrie-Lee Lockwood met Marilyn Monroe, Dayton Avery
moved us to want to phone home, while Aaron Adriaan returned to the womb.
Despite the cold, the rain and the hour, they braved the most daunting task of all - sharing a little bit of their soul. And
all of us were allowed to suspend the drudgery of everyday life just for a few magical moments.

All strings attached
At 19:30 on Wednesday, the David Wynne auditorium was home to a
Grahamstown strings extravaganza. There were 26 violinists (13 from SAC/
DSG and 13 from VG), two violists (both from VG), seven cellists (five from
SAC/DSG and two from VG) together with the GATE String Quartet plus Mr
Kwazi Mkula on double bass (plus a partridge in a pear tree!).
The combined String Orchestras of SAC/DSG and VG provided six pieces
with the highlight undoubtedly being the Kwela Eureka by the Soweto String
Quartet. Their performances were characterised by a warmth and energy that
was infectious.
The latter part of the concert consisted of the DSG/SAC String Quartet
combining with GATE plus double bass to present three works. This
professional sounding ensemble’s most impressive offering was the five
movements performed out of the six- movement Capriol Suite by Peter
Warlock. At the end, the happy audience left well-satisfied! The String teaching
staff of Ms Lizzie Rennie, Mr Kwazi Mkula and Ms Mikayla van Blerk can be
justifiably proud of a job very well done.
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Music Honours Citations
Claire Squires
Claire has made an extraordinary contribution to the
musical life of DSG since her arrival here in 2012. She
has performed regularly for Senior Open Concerts, SAC/
DSG Youth Music Festivals, House Music Competitions
and assemblies and even in Chapel occasionally. In
many ways she has been the “House Cellist” for the
whole school. She achieved the significant milestone of
Trinity College Grade 8 in cello in her Grade 11 academic
year, when most musicians only achieve this level after
leaving school. She is also a very capable pianist who
achieved her Associated Board Grade 6 certificate when
she was only in her Grade 10 academic year. Since then
she has progressed to a Grade 8 level on piano as well.
Claire is an absolute stalwart of the Senior String Claire Squires
Ensemble and a leading light in the Music School’s String
Quartet. She has attended the Franschoek Chamber Music Festival twice in recent years and has participated in ALL
music tours during her senior school years. She has been a member of the Rhodes University Symphony Orchestra
for the last two years, despite not being a university student….yet.
All in all, Claire Squires is a remarkable young musician with a bright future ahead of her. Already the recipient of
Music Colours, she richly deserves her award of MUSIC HONOURS.

Tamia Mfazi
Tamia is one of the most capable, strong women of Africa. Since her arrival at DSG in 2010 she has made her
mark musically on this school. In all her time here she has sung in at least one of its choirs. In the Chapel Choir she
plays an unassuming part which belies her status as Head Girl. She provides a quiet musical leadership without
ego. The only time she stepped into the Chapel Choir limelight was at Youth
Day 2017 where she was the driving force and even conducted a combined
performance with the string ensemble. The Chamber Choir has also been
fortunate enough to employ her services in recent times and here she brings
to bear all her musical knowledge together with a beautiful voice.
However, Tamia is probably best known to most of us as an alto saxophone
player. She recently played her ABRSM Grade 8 exam and is sure of an
excellent result. She has been an active and dedicated member of both the
wind orchestra and the Jazz Ensemble for five years. She has also been
a leading light in the Contemporary Band for the last four years. It is in
these ensembles that she demonstrates one of her strongest music talents:
improvisation. This ability to create fresh new music on the spot is an enviable
talent which she honed by attending the Standard Bank National Youth Jazz
Festival during the past few years. The fact that she chose not to attend
NYJF 2017 and instead prioritise our Johannesburg music tour is testament
to her loyalty and dedication to DSG.
She has performed regularly for Senior Open Concerts, SAC/DSG Youth
Music Festivals, and interhouse music competitions and often at Acoustic
Café gigs in town. Already the recipient of Colours for Music, she truly
deserves her award of MUSIC HONOURS.

Tamia Mfazi
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At a meeting held on Sunday night, Cate Gerber was voted in as Vice Chairman for 2018 and Tamia Mfazi won best
Impromptu. Congratulations to these two girls.

Mike Skipper
Director of Culture

Community Engagement
Beach Clean-up
On Sunday morning we had a group of roughly 27 excited DSG girls from the Junior School and 37 Senior Girls who
went to Port Alfred to do a beach clean-up.
We started at West beach and managed to fill up 30 bags of rubbish between us.
Thank you to all the girls who come along on Sunday to help make a difference.

President’s Award Run
On Wednesday 20 of September, the DSG
girls were out in in their numbers, supporting
the President’s Award 5 km annual fun run
to raise funds for a nominated project. Julia
Basson and Isabel de Beer, who serve on
the President’s Award Youth Committee
as our DSG representatives, assisted in
the organisation and hosting of the event.
A number of girls volunteered as marshals
while others participated in the event as
runners. The event went off smoothly with
a short prize giving at the end despite the
overcast and windy weather.

Grade 11 girls supporting the race

Charlotte Abraham and Sascha van der Merwe waiting to
begin the race
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Juliette Ridley and Jemma
assisting with marshalling

Quinn
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Courtney Repinz, Megan Willemse and Enya Kemp wearing
their buffs outside the Grade 8 House.
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Charlotte Carmichael and Kei Repapis

Bandana Day
Last week, we reported briefly on Bandana Day. The motivation for the girls wearing bandanas (which they buy) is to
support the Sunflower Fund. The Sunflower Fund is a South African NPO “dedicated to creating awareness, educating
the public and facilitating the registration process for people to join the South African Bone Marrow Registry”

Rev Sue Paton
Community Engagement
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Sport
The regular beat of the DSG campus is back and the routine of the afternoons is in place. The girls have all started
their summer sports now that the short but intense compulsory athletic season is drawing to a close – it is wonderful to
see the girls on the basketball, tennis and squash courts, moving to and from the grass field for athletics or the aquatic
centre for swimming or water polo.
The results from last week’s interhouse events are:
Crewe won the junior and senior cross country events;
In the pentathlon, Merriman won the U14, Knowling the U16 and Crewe the U15 and Open divisions.
In the interhouse 1500m, Ellie Counsel (Knowling) won the U14 race, Sascha van der Merwe (Espin) won the U15,
while Toni Rafferty (Knowling) and Kendal Rose (Espin) won their respective U16 and Open events.
This week the Anne Bandey Shield, which is the annual Athletics triangular held at Kingswood, was unfortunately
postponed due to inclement weather, and the event will be re-scheduled. The school tennis and squash championships
have started despite the weather, and the 1st water polo team has departed for Cape Town to take part in a tournament
at Reddam, Constantia, over the next few days.
Last weekend there were a lot of horse riders in action at the Eastern
Cape Championships and at the Spring Show held in Grahamstown.
The girls returned with outstanding results.
Beth Rennie		
1st Prelim 2 and Prelim 4
			
1st 90cm Working Hunter
			
1st 90cm A2 Show Jumping
			Reserve Champion 90cm
			
90cm Victor Ludorum
Bella Houghton		
			

2nd Cub Hunter and Equitation
3rd 80cm A2

Alexandra Rowe
			

1st 60cm Show Jumping x2
2nd 60cm Show Jumping

Cate Gerber 		
2nd 80cm Championships
			2nd 80cm A2
Georgie Gerber
1st 110cm Show Jumping
			2nd Open Equitation
			
2nd 90cm Show Jumping
Babette Swart		

2nd 1m Show Jumping x2

Emily Paterson		
1st 80cm Welcome Stakes
			1st 80cm A2 Speed
			
80cm Victor Ludorum
Emily Roodt 		

1st Showing x3

Felicity Burton		

3rd 60cm show jumping

Jess Rushmere
		

1st Dressage Novice 1 and 2
1st Dressage elementary

Ellie Counsell		
2nd A2 Speed
			2nd in Champions
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Grade 7 and Grade 9 pupils who ran the Oldenburgia The DSG trail running group taking a break during
8km trail run last Saturday
one of their runs earlier this week.
I am also pleased to mention that Trail Running is officially thriving as a club and a sport at DSG, and there are up to
five runs a week where girls are able to get out into Grahamstown and the surrounding areas. The outcome has been
that more and more girls are signing up to do the local trail running events. Last weekend, 19 DSG girls signed up to
do the Oldenburgia 8 km run which goes up and over Mountain Drive and into the valley below, and this weekend we
have 45 girls signed up to do either the 5 km or 12 km Rhino Run in Kenton on Sunday. This will be our largest ever
representation in this event.
The winter sports awards were made in assembly last week. Congratulations to the following girls on their achievements
and we thank them for their valuable contribution to sport at DSG.
Hockey

Netball

Half Colours
Diana Dixie, Bailey Dovey, Willow Gainsford, Katy Lane,
Gigi Pfaff (re-award), Nicky Ralston, Torva Sharwood
Colours
Jenny Du Toit, Julie Jevon, Caroline Mills, Nina Owen-Jones

Colours
Amy Anderson, Emma Van Vuuren
Squash
Half Colours
Ivana Stevens
Colours
Louisa Pagel

Horse Riding
Half Colours
Cate Gerber (re-award), Georgie Gerber
Colours
Emily Roodt, Jess Rushmere (re-award)
Warm regards

Chris Hibbert
Director of Sport
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U14 Basketball Tournament to 9 October
Interhouse athletics relays on Lower Field, St Andrew’s College

Opening of Art and Design Exhibition in Centenary Hall and D&T Centre. Other exhibitions are also
on display around St Andrew’s College
Confirmation in the Chapel
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Parent-Teacher meetings for all parents in the Drill Hall, Centenary Hall and D&T Centre
at St Andrew’s to 13h00
Online bookings required.
Pupil surnames A – L preferably from 09h00 to 11h00
Pupil surnames M – Z preferably from 11h00 to 13h00
Valedictory Service in the Chapel for Matrics and their parents, followed by refreshments at
the Housemasters’ residences
House Suppers in Clapham Jubilee Hall for Matric Parents and boys
Headmaster’s Cocktail Party at Crossways for St Andrew’s College parents of Grades 8 – 11
(RSVP required)

Individual Shooting Championships, Lightfoot Shooting Range
Speech Day in the Guy Butler Theatre, Settlers Monument
Tea available outside the Norton Common Room, Lower Field
Retreat Ceremony on Lower Field
Refreshments for parents in the Houses till 20h00

07h45
14h00

St Andrew’s College and DSG Sports Day on Lower Field, St Andrew’s College.
Half term begins after athletics prize-giving and roll call

Thursday 12 October

09h00
14h00
17h00
17h30
18h00

Wednesday 11 October

19h00
19h00

17h15

09h00

Tuesday 10 October

17h30

16h00

Monday 9 October

08h00
13h45

Friday 6 October

Balloon Week Programme
9 - 12 October 2017
Junior School Sports Day on Lower Field, St Andrew’s College
Interhouse athletics relays on Lower Field, St Andrew’s College

Matric Farewell Eucharist in the DSG Chapel

DSG Junior Arts in The Round
Confirmation Service in the DSG Chapel
Opening of the Art and Design Exhibitions in Centenary Hall and D&T Centre.
DSG Sports Dinner in the Nonie Mullins Dining Hall

Senior School Prize-Giving in the Guy Butler Theatre, Settlers Monument
Tea available outside the Norton Common Room, Lower Field
St Andrew’s College Retreat Ceremony on Lower Field

07h45
14h00

DSG and S Andrew’s College Sports Day on Lower Field, St Andrew’s College
Half term begins after athletics prize-giving and roll call

Thursday 12 October

08h30
17h00
17h30

Parent-Teacher meetings for all parents in the Drill Hall, Centenary Hall and D&T Centre at
St Andrew’s
Online bookings required.
Pupil surnames A – L preferably from 09h00 to 11h00
Pupil surnames M – Z preferably from 11h00 to 13h00
Valedictory Service for Matrics and parents in the DSG Chapel
Matric Leavers’ Dinner in the Nonie Mullins Dining Hall

Wednesday 11 October

18h00
19h00

09h00

Tuesday 10 October

10h30
14h00
16h00
19h00

Monday 9 October

19h00

Sunday 8 October

09h00
13h45

Friday 6 October
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Invitation

Please be aware that artworks will be on sale and that the
Grade 11s will be curating this exhibition. There are also
Grade 12 installations situated in venues in and around
the campus. More information will be shared at the event.

Art and Design Awards announced and presented at 16h30

Guided walkabouts of the exhibition from 15h00 by
Grade 11 and 12 Art and Design pupils

Arthur Cotton Design Centre and
Centenary Hall, St Andrew’s College

Monday 9 October 2017 | 16h00

Balloon Week 2017
Art & Design Exhibition

You are warmly invited to the
opening of the
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Artist Sophie Bauer-Gunn

